IN THE LIBRARIES

The American Library Association in Paris

BY SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT OF THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

Paris, France—When a quide tangible portion of America, in the shape of the A. E. F. and the organisationet accompanied it, poured into France, some of it found itself in most unexpected evironments. For instance, the American Library Association is housed in the one-time residence of the Papal Legate in Paris. Most of the millions of books sent by the American public to its soldiers in Europe find their first berth in the capacious cellar of the former Papal dignitary, and there pours through the dark and cryptic passages a constant stream of information, diversion, encouragement, solace and instruction for American men overseas.

Upstairs, one finds the contrast between original purpose and ultimate use at its best. Along a paved driveway and marble steps between graceful bronze ladies upholding lamps, comes a constant khaki-clad stream of men, each of whom at the reference room it has an interest. Among the thousands of books-the latter citizens who shall add luster to their own and space, and the apparent number of bookshelves—just high in the wall, there is no difficulty for the soldier, without asking, with a note of doubt and in the sort who learn from every environment, these want works of French law, European history and art, and, most of all, architecture. This especially seems to have impressed men of even the humblest culture when they have noticed how common stone and mortar, destined for humblest uses, can be made to express such qualities as grace and sprightliness and warmth.

As for the way the boys accept this library service, that in itself is a story ranging all the way from a childlike "Thank you!"—for my chum and me—to "Deep love from the heart," from the letter of an officer who had secured books for his men, and who happened to realize what that service meant. One of the most striking testimonials of appreciation is the Sunday afternoon at library headquarters, where the men crowd around the big open fires and read their books as boys do at home or move about quietly among the bookshelves hunting for favorite volumes.

So the Papal Legate's erstwhile dwelling becomes a familiar haunt for American boys. They may roam as far as he will through its lovely parlors, or ascend its winding marble staircase to the business department, from which no soldier is ever excluded. For if he fancies he would know the book he wants if he saw it, the boy may search through mailing or receiving or filing room till he lights on what he wants, and he may prowl, too, through the secret passages that lead back up into the very core of the establishment, where beauty ceases with startling abruptness and coarseness and darkness are the chief characteristics. But so where he will, today he can find nothing but service, whose only purpose is to bring more light into his life in appreciation of his brave fight for more light for the world.
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armistice every effort has been made to help the soldier who is so inclined to put to good use each moment of the time of waiting. Educational work of all sorts has been undertaken both by the army and the Y. M. C. A., and the Sorbonne offers courses in French especially adapted to the needs of the men. These courses imply quantities of special textbooks, and these the A. L. A. has undertaken to supply, whether the course be one given in Paris or at any of the army units in occupied territory. Those taking the Sorbonne courses naturally make A. L. A. headquarters their place of study, so this reference room is besieged by eager readers of law, mechanics, architecture, or any other of the branches offered.

A man does not have to be stationed in Paris to get the benefit of the A. L. A. This fact is advertised in the American soldier's European newspaper, papers, Stars and Stripes, where there appears daily a list of about 120 head-words which books may be had. As General Pershing has extended the frantastic privilege to the A. L. A., there is no difficulty for the soldier, merely writes a request for the books he wants, and in an hour or two, they are put in a mail box when he has finished with them. The losses are negligible, and the percentage of them due to any fault of the librarians, negligible. They tell of soldiers who, on sending from one post to another in the days before the war was over, actually carried books, in addition to their equipment, for days on end because there was no place from which to mail them back. And they show a telegram sent by an eager doughboy who wanted to obey the rules, yet who didn't want that book two weeks more, and could he keep it that long? He could, as their immediately wired reply assured him.

Among the 2000 daily letters received from soldiers is many a human document. Hundreds of more formal requests reveal stories of young men, studying professions or trades at home, who shelved their own interests at the Russian front and came, asking, with a note of doubt and in the sort who learn from every environment, These want books that seems to be the lad who wants "a good story if possible, but not too much love." And he gets what he wants, too.

One of these rooms is for the reading of periodicals and newspapers, and the other for reference books—the latter more library-like than the former, but not nearly as picturesquely interesting. That front room, where boys in khaki sit and read the home newspaper, is a thing of dainty pale mauve and gold and paneled walls and an unpainted ceiling that seems to be the constant joy of certain fat cupids who gaze on it from sunny coigns of vantage. But though one receives a tremendous impression of novel and rarity, one does not feel any incongruity. The beauty of that room and the warmth from the marble fireplace never burned their cheer more suitably than does on young victors, looking for books from home while they finish their duty in another land.

As for the library-like reference room, it has an interest that does not appear on the surface. Since the
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